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About This Game

Vector is an exciting, arcade-style game featuring you as the exceptional free runner who won’t be held down by the system. The
game opens with a view into a totalitarian world where freedom and individually is nothing more than a distant dream. But the
heart of a freerunner is strong, and you so break free. Run, vault, slide and climb using extraordinary techniques based on the
urban ninja sport of Parkour all while being chased by “Big Brother” who’s sole purpose is to capture you and bring you back.

Inspired by the practice and principles of Parkour, Vector’s intuitive controls please players of all levels, and sophisticated level
designs challenge the most demanding players with fast-paced timing puzzles as the traceur “flows” over the rooftops.

- Hunter Mode: Tired of being chased? Start fighting on Big Brother’s side and hunt down opponents to shock them with your
trusty taser!

- Controller Support: Enjoy the run with your favorite gamepad!

The best parkour-inspired action game! Vector lets you break free and run! Don’t get caught!
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Title: Vector
Genre: Action, Indie
Publisher:
Nekki GmbH
Release Date: 4 Dec, 2013

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista, 7, 8

Processor: 1.6 GHz

Memory: 1000 MB RAM

Storage: 300 MB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Portuguese,Turkish,Russian,Arabic,Czech,Danish,Dutch,Finnish,Greek,Japanese,Korean,Norwe
gian,Polish,Simplified Chinese,Swedish,Thai,Traditional Chinese
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where is the licence key for the ferry dlc

. A Belorussian WWII game with no Soviet campaign while you can play Nazi campaign against Soviet, what the hell?!. there is
never any servers. Really fun game for just messing about. it's got happy and bouncy music to go along with the cute visials. I've
only 2 problems with the game, neither of which are serious. 1. camera can be a bit confusing, and 2. sometimes, in certan
levels, when you respawn, you fly up into the air really high. I've only noticed it in junkyard and warehouse, but I've only
unlocked these levels. Sitll good game & worth the 5 bucks.. i like this game so far. no long, boring moments and it's interesting
watching fei duanmu's and kobayashi's interactions with one another. using google translate on my phone to help me understand
since my chinese language skills are currently low though haha. will there be any eng or kor translations coming out in the
future?

update: i finished the game and have no regrets. still hoping for future translations and potentially some DLC cases.. Haven't
played much yet, but for 5 bucks it's really worth it. Controller support would be nice though.. Say whatever you want about
Pyre, Transistor or Bastion, you can't deny the fact that their OST is just incredibly beautiful. A must have for any fan,
honestly.. Worth the $5 bucks for this. Not a bad example.
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Better, longer and more difficult then Escape VR the basement
You really have to use your imagination for this one
Many area to visit and some room for future DLC maybe hopefully
Same has Escape VR basement savegame (checkpoint)

. Best music pack foe CK2. new game from kingdoms rise dev, beware.. pretty good game. Multiplayer is dead, brothers. The
story is sheer violent, satisfying, sweet bolter\/melee porn. The way that it is turn based has you make hard decisions on how to
pick, place and move your troops. A level begins with you placing down the troops which you pick. Then it lets you use one of
them, then the opponent gets to use a troop. This goes on until all troops are used once. Then you can use the other troops again.
You have a base in which you can upgrade buildings to for example have ''Rhyfhlemen'' get more accuracy. Though its sad that
there is no form of skirmish mode.. This was a fun puzzle game which I completed with all 3 star levels in 10 hours. No
violence, and the levels gradaully get a bit more tricky each time. The game is simple to master and is all point and click to send
your minions off to get on with their business. I would imagine that this was developed as a smart phone game, which is to take
nothing away from it.
I found it an enjoyable little diversion from "big" games like Skyrim, and is something which you can dip in and out of.
Levels are timed for star rewards.
I got it for 39p on Steam sale, and it is certainly worth that!
For a little puzzler I bought cheap on a whim, I am very pleased with this game.. the game is fine, probrary
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